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IST’S VISION
IST aspires to provide an outstanding international 
education.  We value and respect cultural diversity 
and embrace the people and natural environment of 
Tanzania.  Within this safe, secure and caring community 
students reach their full potential as citizens of the world.



As I complete my !fth and !nal year at IST, I feel 
fortunate to have shared in IST’s recent growth 
and renewal. IST has been known throughout the 
international school world for its excellence. After 
an enrolment decline and some di"cult years almost 
a decade ago that led to the elimination of middle 
management positions, underinvestment in school 
facilities, and inadequate faculty compensation, IST 
has regained its place by addressing these problems 
and returning to being a school focused on achieving 
excellence in student learning. I have had the good 
fortune to work with dedicated colleagues, supportive 
parents, and visionary Board members in providing 
educational opportunities for IST students.

After four years 
of increase, IST’s enrolment stabilized this year with 
just over a thousand students. #is stabilization of 
enrolment may just be a pause in IST’s recent growth 
as Tanzania’s economy continues to grow and develop. 
A strategic discussion is under way as to what should be 
IST’s optimal size if applications continue to increase 
from its constituent communities.  

Continuity of both Board and management leadership 
is an important part of achieving educational 
excellence. #is was stressed in the recommendations of 
IST’s accrediting agency, the Council of International 
Schools, after its visit in 2004. International schools 
often see rapid turn-over of students and faculty 
re$ecting the nature of international business, NGO, 
and diplomatic communities. My three predecessors 
stayed an average of two and a half years as the 
elimination of middle management positions made it 
extremely di"cult for a Director to carry out e%ectively 
all of the assigned responsibilities.

I recognized upon my arrival in 2007 that I would 
need to focus on rebuilding middle management, 
redeveloping IST facilities, and ensuring adequate 
resources to attract and retain quality faculty. My aim 
was to ensure that my successor as Director would have 
a doable job. By staying in my position for !ve years, 
I am one of the longer serving of IST’s Directors. I 
am optimistic that my successor will make an equal 
commitment to providing leadership continuity for 
IST as it approaches the celebration of its 50th year in 
2013-14.

Strategic planning in all of its di%erent aspects also 
supports school character and continuity. #anks to the 
leadership of Board member Akshay Shah, IST has had 
a robust Strategic Plan in place for the past four years. 

Each year Action Plans for improvement in the areas of 
Community and People, Curriculum, and Facilities and 
Environment have been formulated and implemented. 

IST has been re-establishing middle management 
positions ranging from Communications Manager and 
Operations Manager to ICT Manager and additional 
Vice Principals lost when enrolment was shrinking. As 
school !nances permit, other positions such as Human 
Resource Manager also need to be established. #ese 
additional positions are critical to IST having the 
capacity in place to deal with the school community’s 
diverse needs. Redevelopment of IST’s physical plant 
is well under way following its Master Site Plan. Long 
term !nancial planning ensures that fee income and 
expenditure are e"ciently managed. As IST approaches 
its ten year CIS reaccreditation in 2013-14, its Strategic 
Plan will be renewed as part of its Self-Study.

IST has very signi!cantly improved teacher salary and 
bene!ts over the past !ve years in order to attract and 
retain quality teachers. Teacher salaries have increased 
55% and a signing bonus for teachers committed 
to staying longer has been introduced. At the same 
time teacher housing has been improved with the 
construction of twenty-four new apartments. IST 
still struggles to o%er salary and bene!ts packages 
comparable to some other schools in African countries 
that have more favorable tax statuses. But IST is 
substantially better o% in the competition to attract and 
retain quality teachers compared to !ve years ago.

IST conducted a world-wide search for a new Director 
at the beginning of the school year. It was fortunate in 
identifying and successfully inviting Martin Hall, from 
the Inter-Community School of Zurich, to join IST 
beginning in August, 2012. Martin and his wife Elaine 
were both teachers at IST about a decade ago. #ey are 
delighted to be returning for another stay at IST.

Tom Pado, IST’s Secondary Principal, after providing 
three years of outstanding leadership accepted the 
position of Director at the American International 
School of Lusaka starting in 2012-13. Tom’s legacy 
at IST includes introduction of IST’s Norms of 
Collaboration, hiring excellent teachers, integrating 
student services, improving IST publications and 
documentation, shifting the timing of the Secondary 
school day to a later hour, implementing web-based 
project management tools while improving the 
Secondary facility, and ensuring that students and 
faculty had maximum access to and familiarity with 
ICT options. Tom’s colleague Elizabeth Andrews will 
serve as his successor in 2012-13 and provide important 
continuity in a year of management transition.

Alan Lorenzini, IST’s new Elementary Principal, has 



had a very successful ! rst year in continuing the rapid 
improvement of the Elementary program. His emphasis 
on teacher supervision, improvement of the curriculum, 
accountability for student learning, and establishing 
a distinctive school character for IST’s Elementary 
builds on and adds to the e% orts of the past four years. 
Vice Principal and Student Services Coordinator Jess 
Tweedie will return to home country at the end of the 
year leaving behind a legacy of greatly improving IST’s 
EAL and English instruction.

 I feel fortunate to have witnessed 
signi! cant instructional improvements at IST’s 
Elementary over the past ! ve years. In 2007, enrolment 
was at a low point (412) with parents taking their 
children elsewhere as the curriculum was disorganized, 
very little teacher supervision occurred, and there were 
few external measures of student progress. Instructional 
materials were inadequate and many facility 
improvements were needed.

It is a tribute to Elementary management and Board 
support that many of these de! ciencies have been 
addressed (although continued improvement is 
needed). Almost all of the enrolment growth in IST 
over the past ! ve years has been at the Elementary 
level. Teachers are now properly supervised. # ere is 
an organized curriculum in place. External measures of 
student progress have been implemented.

# is is the third year that IST administered the ISA 
(International Schools Assessment) tests in grades 
three to nine. According to the Australian Council 
on Educational Research (the creator of the ISA), the 
third year is when a school can really judge whether 
its targeted e% orts at instructional improvement 
are successful or not (the ! rst two years are devoted 
to establishing a baseline). Close examination of 
IST’s third year results clearly indicate instructional 
improvement in both student literacy and numeracy 
across the grade levels. At the same time, more 
improvement is needed. # e usefulness of the ISA is 
that IST through item analysis of student results, there 
speci! c information about what needs 
to be improved. Our faculty members 
can then articulate approaches for 
improvement

IST traditionally has made a strong 
commitment to o% ering faculty members 
professional development opportunities. 
Dr. Wendy Murawski of California State 
University at Northridge and Dr. Claire 
Hughes of the College of Coastal Georgia 
(both from the U.S.A.) spent a week in October 
working with IST teachers on developing their co-

teaching and partnership skills. # e educational author 
and consultant Tim Burns worked with teachers, 
students, and parents on brain development and how to 
handle stress. In December, Margaret Mclean returned 
to IST for a second year to work with teachers on how 
to e% ectively create professional learning communities. 
In February, the Elementary faculty attended a 
workshop on PYP approaches to assessment of student 
work. IST also continued to support teacher attendance 
at AISA (Association of International Schools in Africa), 
ECIS (European Council of International Schools), 
and IB (International Baccalaureate) conferences and 
workshops. Increasingly IST teachers are also able to 
complete professional development courses on line. 

Student Services Handbooks were created in both the 
Elementary and Secondary detailing what learning 
support is provided and how it can be accessed for 
students with special needs. Curriculum articulation 
continues to be a focus of the Elementary as its Primary 
Years Program is strengthened.

A primary 
concern in 2007 was IST’s inadequate facility and 
whether IST could maintain its accreditation in view 
of the dangerous science labs existing on Secondary 
campus. With help from a parent a"  liated with CDC 

Twiga Apartments (Block A and B). Construction began in 2009, 
opened in 2010.



and the leadership of Justin Alexander and his science 
teachers, a new science building and a new design 
technology building were completed by 2009. IST was 
able to meet the expectations of its accrediting agency 
that students would have safe and high quality science 
labs.

2011 will be remembered by many on the Upanga 
campus as the year of the $ood. IST’s administrative 
building and Elementary housing experienced $ooding 
after the heaviest rain fell in !fty-seven years in Dar es 
Salaam during the December break. Fortunately the 
$ooding only a%ected ground $oor rooms and lasted 
just a day. #e $ood clean-up lasted much longer with a 
number of faculty members having to reside elsewhere 
while apartments were restored.

IST provided housing is very important in attracting 
and retaining quality teachers. During my !ve years 
at IST, twenty-four new faculty apartments at Twiga 
have been built. #e $ood highlighted the need to 
continue redevelopment of teacher housing, particularly 
in the Elementary housing area. Another twenty 
apartments are in the planning stage with the hope that 
construction will start by the end of this academic year.

Redevelopment of both campuses continues. #e 
Elementary Early Childhood block is scheduled for an 
additional $oor to be added to create more classroom 
capacity. #e new eating area at Elementary has been 

an important, if perhaps temporary, addition this 
year. Secondary has continued to make incremental 
improvements from paving to new faculty o"ces and 
classroom roofs while beginning the planning for a 
Performing Arts Center scheduled to be opened by 
2015.

– I have had the honor of 
serving as the Chair of the Association of International 
Schools in Africa (AISA), the Heads Executive Chair 
of the International Schools of Southern and Eastern 
Africa (ISSEA), and being a founding member of the 
Tanzanian International Schools Association during 
my !ve years at IST. IST is a school that “values and 
respects” the people and environment of Tanzania and 
Africa.

IST has traditionally been the largest international 
school of its type in sub-Saharan Africa. During my 
!ve years at IST, I have been impressed by IST’s 
commitment to community and service within 
Tanzania and Africa. By collaborating with other 
international schools in similar circumstances 
and locations to our own, we develop a better 
understanding of who we are and what we can do. 
Africa, Tanzania, and IST all have bright and inter-
related futures. By contributing to Africa, Tanzania, and 
IST, we truly become global citizens. I have been proud 
to contribute in some small way to the strengthening of 
IST’s involvement in these organizations over the past 
!ve years.

AISA Annual Meeting
Nairobi, Kenya  -  October 2011
Pictured left to right: Tom Pado, IST Secondary Principal; David 
Shawver, IST Director; Chris Mueller, AIS Lusaka Director.

Elementary Campus Field - 22 December 2011

Elementary Campus Field - 03 January 2012



2011-12 has been a year of progress in a number of 
areas outlined in 
IST’s Strategic 
Map. #roughout 
this year’s annual 
report, you will 
!nd updates from 
the Director, 
Principals and 
Programme 
Coordinators 
regarding progress 
towards goals 
set out at the 
beginning of the 
academic year. 
I’d like to take 
this opportunity 
to highlight 
accomplishments 
in other areas as 
well.

After !ve years of solid service to IST, we say a fond 
farewell and best wishes to Dr. David Shawver who 
steps down as Director at the end of this academic year. 
Under David’s leadership, IST has bene!ted from vastly 
improved facilities, strengthened regional relationships, 
and strengthened curriculum. I thank David for his 
commitment, insights and integrity in leading our 
school for the past !ve years.

#e recruitment process for the Director’s position 
commenced early in the school year resulting in 
con!rmation and engagement of Martin Hall as the 
next Director for IST. In March 2012, Martin Hall 
visited IST for a week as part of the transition process.

#e school administrators and programme coordinators 
are continually reviewing data from a variety of sources 
such as standardized exams and parent surveys as 
well as keeping current with curricular changes in the 
International Baccalaureate in order to continuously 
improve IST’s curriculum. 

#e length of the school day, the timing of the school 
day, the length of the school year and the timing of the 
school vacations are under discussion with request to 
senior management team to recommend changes in 
these which could have a positive impact on student 
learning and achievement.

#e Board Policy Committee this year has undertaken 
to review the policy manual as per the CIS (Council of 

International Schools) Policy Planner and Association 
of Advancement in International Education guidelines 
incorporating best practices from various international 
schools. It is anticipated that some drafts will be ready 
by the end of this school year for initial board review 
prior to circulation to a wider stakeholder group for 
comments.

#e Board Academic Committee is reviewing the Policy 
Manual in the area of Curriculum and Instruction 
with the objective of ensuring that the school has 
a comprehensive set of polices to ensure academic 
excellence.

#e Site Development Committee is tasked with 
planning upgrades to and/or expansions of facilities in 
order to enhance student learning. Projects that will 
be completed this academic year include the addition 
of Block C to Twiga Apartments, which will positively 
impact the school’s ability to attract and retain high 
quality faculty. 

In addition, a vertical expansion to the Early Childhood 
(EC) block on the Elementary Campus is planned. 
#is additional space will be used to accommodate 
four new classrooms and does not require demolition 
or alteration of the existing EC block. #e additional 
classrooms are required to accommodate students who 
will be displaced from other classrooms as the school 
moves forward with the overall campus re-development 

IST Board of Directors - June 2011. Standing left to right: Sara Collins, Harish Bhatt, Peter Stocker, Akshay 
Shah, Anastasia Melis, David Shawver, Lauren Hendricks (in front), Karin Mader (in back), Anne Schram, Umi 
Punja, Charles Dobie, Nina Eshun. Not pictured: Salim Ladak.



plans which include the construction of a multi-
purpose hall and expanded library / media center.

In January 2012, the board approved on a high priority, 
preparatory work necessary to enable construction 
of new apartments to replacing the aging apartments 
located on the Elementary Campus and to that end 
Architects have been engaged.

#is year the school was fortunate to have the 
opportunity to host the Honourable Philipo Mulugo, 
Tanzania’s Deputy Minister of Education and 
Vocational Training. #e visit provided an opportunity 
to brie$y introduce the International Baccalaureate 
curriculum as well as tour the Elementary Campus.

#e Board is in discussions with the recently elected 
Alumni leadership on objectives and possibilities for 
increased and improved collaboration. Alumni have 
expressed a desire for a more holistic support towards 
IST’s scholarship students, including tech support/
computers, help/advice with logistics/housing etc. and 
moral/social support via a mentoring system. Alumni 
are looking forward to participate and collaborate in 
IST’s 50th Anniversary in a prominent way and assist in 
fundraising for school building and development.

At the end of the school year we also bod farewell to 
Tom Pado, Secondary Principal, and Jess Tweedie, 
Elementary Vice Principal and Student Services 
Coordinator, and would like to thank them for their 
dedication to and professional leadership of IST. 

David, Tom and Jess leave behind legacies of 
improvements in many areas that have raised IST’s 
standards of professionalism and student support while 
improving the learning environment for our children. 
We wish them and their families well as they move on 
to new locations and take on new challenges. #ank 
you all for your hard work to elevate IST to where it is 
today.

Members of the Administrative Team and Board hosted 
the Honourable Philipo Mulugo, Tanzania’s Deputy 
Minister of Education and Vocational Training, on his 
visit to the Elementary Campus. Pictured (standing left 
to right) are Sara Collins, David Shawver, Honourable 
Philipo Mulugo, Umi Punja, and Peter Stocker.

Mungu Ibariki Africa by Shahista Kassam, IB Art 
Exhibition



On behalf of the Board of Directors, it is my pleasure to present the Treasurer’s Report on the Audited Accounts of 
the International School of Tanganyika Limited for the year ended on 31st July, 2011. # e Audited Accounts and 
Schedules form part of this Annual Report.  As there is a long time-lag between ! nalization of the audited accounts 
and the holding of the School’s AGM, copies of the audited accounts for the 2010-11 school year were placed in the 
Elementary and Secondary Campus Libraries in February 2012. In addition to the audited accounts for 2010-11, I 
also wish to share key performance trends for this school year and the budget for the year 2012-13.

# e International School of Tanganyika Limited (IST) was incorporated in Tanzania in 1963 under the Tanzania 
Companies Act as a company limited by Guarantee. IST is a private, “not for pro! t” school with the mandate of 
delivering top quality international education. IST reinvests all realized surpluses into maintaining and improving 
the school’s physical infrastructure, advancing the delivery of curriculum o% ering and strengthening the calibre of its 
human resources. 

# e accounts for the year ended on July 31st 2011 have been prepared in accordance with the International Financial 
Reporting Standards (IFRS) and audited in accordance with the International Auditing Standards. Wherever 
required, certain comparative ! gures have been reclassi! ed to conform to the current year’s presentation. 

Considering the circumstances and economic conditions in which the school operates, the school’s functional and 
reporting currency is the USD.

Like most international school, IST 
is extremely sensitive to enrolment 
numbers.  Even relatively small 
$ uctuations in numbers, as we’ve seen 
over the past few years, can have a 
signi! cant impact on the operating 
budget.

# e Operating Budget position for the year under review shows a de! cit mainly due to a drop in the enrolment of 
paying students.  For the 2011-12 school year, a further de! cit is projected due to missing the enrolment target of 
fee paying students. With the reserves management policy in place, these de! cits are now covered by the operating 
reserves.  With regard to the 2012-13 school year, we are budgeting a marginal surplus of $16.5k. In terms of average 
cost pro! le  over the period 2010-11 to 2012-13, HR costs continue to dominate at about 77% of total costs, while 
operating overheads & educational supplies remain at 16% and 7% of total costs, respectively.  Tax on teacher/
administration salaries continues to be a signi! cant burden.  # is is expected to reach $2.6m in 2012-13 school year 



(about $2.3m being for non-Tanzanian 
sta% ), which is about 15% of total 
operating costs.  

In order to keep costs in line, IST 
implemented several cost cutting 
measures for the 2012-13 school year, 
including reducing 5 teacher positions, 
rationalizing educational materials 
and introducing a deductible for 
sta%  medical bene! ts.  At the same 
time, there were upward pressures 
on operating costs, including the 
need to increase teacher and support 
sta%  salaries in order to account for cost of living increases and to remain competitive.  IST has also added two new 
management positions for the 2012-13 school year, an ICT Manager and an HR Manager.

In spite of implementing cost reduction measures it has become necessary to increase tuition fees by $1,500 at each 
grade level (representing an average increase of 8.7%) to avoid planning for a de! cit.

During the year 2010-11 the Capital 
Budget  recorded a surplus (of 
$131k).  A similar trend is expected in 
2011-12 school year.  # is situation 
has maily arisen as campus facilities 
& housing have undergone major 
refurbishments and upgrades in 
the recent years. ICT & classroom 
equipment and furniture purchases 
continued to be a priority.

With regard to the budget for 2012-
13 school year, we are planning a  
marginal surplus of $55k. With greater investments in building projects, the need to spend on capital projects will 
decrease over time.  In view of this, it has been possible to reduce the annual Capital Fee by $200  from $1,200 to 
$1,000 per student e% ective August 2012.

While a de! cit in the Operating and 
Capital Budgets is not a good sign of 
! nancial management, the Building 
Budget can have large de! cits and 
surpluses from year to year depending 
on the progress the school makes on 
the Master Site Redevelopment Plan. 
Last four years have seen signi! cant 
development in teacher housing, 
science block at secondary campus, 
and a refurbished swimming complex 
at elementary campus.  # is school 
year we expect to complete an 



additional 8 housing units at the Twiga apartments. In addition, planning is underway for the EC Vertical Building 
Extension which will add four new classrooms on the elementary campus. While teacher housing will continue to 
expand in the 2012-13 school year with the planned construction at elementary campus of a block of apartments, 
focus will now shift to meeting other building needs of the two educational campuses. Priorities for educational 
building works are being reviewed and therefore at this stage building project costs are placeholders for planning 
purposes. No change in the building fee (applicable to newly enrolled paying students) currently at $6,000 has been 
made for the 2012-13 school year.

As a result of the $ ooding that 
occurred in December 2011, the 
school, teachers housed at the 
elementary campus and support 
sta%  have su% ered losses.  Whilst the 
school is covered for material damages 
against $ ooding and will therefore be 
able to signi! cantly mitigate its loss, a 
provision of $125k has been made in 
the 2011-12 SY to primarily support 
a% ected faculty and support sta% .  
# is expenditure is being funded from 
the Emergency Reserves.

In the 2009-10 school year, a reserves management policy was formulated to enable surpluses in the operating and 
capital reserves to be transferred to the building fund.  Whilst our spending on major building projects over a 5 
year period is expected to reach about $10m by the end of the 2011-12 school year, the school has ambitious plans 
to continue to develop both campuses.  # e board will be exploring options to ! nance large building projects as 
recommended in the Master Site Development Plan.

In terms of reserves as measured in the statutory accounts, as at the end of the year on July 31st 2011, the total net 
assets or reserves of the School stood at USD 25.7m, after taking into consideration the statutory net earnings of 
USD 1.9m for the 2010-11 school year (please see note below on reporting di% erences between the statutory and 
management accounts).  In line with the requirements of IFRS, all reserves (except revaluation) have been aggregated 
and referred to as “retained earnings”. 

For 2010-11 school year, our net assets cover over total income (excluding exchange gain) has remained unchanged 
from the previous year at 1.40.

Measurement of net earnings varies between the management and statutory accounts.  Since the management 
accounts focus on cash in$ ows and out$ ows, depreciation is disregarded and capital and building costs are taken into 
consideration.  In the statutory accounts, the opposite happens as depreciation is considered and capital and building 
expenditures are disregarded.  Also, in the statutory accounts, housing related building costs are shown under IST 
Holdings whereas for management reporting, these have been accounted under the Building Performance review 
above.  In addition, whilst management reports attempt to separate operations, capital and building transactions for 
planning and control purposes, statutory accounts are based on requirements of the International Financial Reporting 
Standards (IFRS). For internal accounting purposes, the management and statutory reports have been closely 
reconciled.



In line with the resolution adopted in the May 2011 AGM, KPMG were appointed as the School’s statutory auditors 
for the audit of our accounts ending on July 31st 2011.

#e auditors, KPMG, have issued an unquali!ed report in respect of the audit of the school’s accounts for the year 
ended on 31st July, 2011.  #e audited accounts for the year under review were approved by the Board of Directors 
on 8th December, 2011 and signed by KPMG. 

:
While the near term outlook for IST is optimistic, the long term !nancial future of IST rests in the steps being 
taken now to put in place good governance practices in the area of !nancial & budgetary control, reserves planning, 
balancing costs & fees management, ensuring enrolment is optimal and continued focus on tax management. 

On behalf of my colleagues on the Board, I wish to take this opportunity to commend all members of the school 
community for their support and hard work that has positioned the school for a better and stronger future. 

Lauren Hendricks
Board Treasurer

Now IST alum Remi Onabanjo receiving the BK Tanna Award from Mr. BK Tanna during the Class of 2011’s 
commencement ceremony.



A school’s capacity to help students achieve their 
academic and personal potential is enhanced when 
collaboration takes place and partnerships are 
formed in the community. IST continues to focus 
on building a professional learning community and 
reaching out to develop a partnership with parents.

#e term professional learning community describes 
a collegial group of school professionals who are 
united in their commitment to student learning. 
#ey share a vision, work and learn collaboratively, 
visit and review other classrooms, and participate 
in decision-making (Shirley Hord, Professional 
Learning Communities: What Are #ey and Why 
Are #ey Important?, Issues About Change, Volume 
6, Number 1 (1997, accessed April 2011 on http://
www.sedl.org/pubs/catalog/items/cha34). Below 
are a set of characteristics that describe the professional learning 
community that we aspire to be at IST.

1.  Shared vision and values that lead to a collective commitment of 
school sta%, which is expressed in day-to-day practices.

2.  Solutions actively sought, openness to new ideas.
3.  Working teams cooperate to achieve common goals.
4.  Encouragement of experimentation as an opportunity to learn.
5.  Questioning of the status quo, leading to an ongoing quest for 

improvement and professional learning.
6.  Continuous improvement based on evaluation of outcomes 

rather than on the intentions expressed.
7.  Re$ection in order to study the operation and impacts of actions 

taken.

As a school, our aim is to integrate these characteristics into our 
professional culture and support this type of work through clear 
and explicit norms of collaboration. Our norms of collaboration 
guide our behaviors as we work with each other and parents to 
support our students. 

Lifeguards from IST as well as Dar es Salaam who were involved 
in rescuing citizens stranded during the !ood in December 2011. 
IST lifeguards involved in the rescue e"orts included Marcelino 
Ngalioma, Ezekiel Msaka, Mathias Pemba, Michael Mathias, 
and Alexander Mwaipasi (former IST swim assistant).



David Shawver, Ph.D. Director

Tom Pado  Secondary Principal

Alan Lorenzini  Elementary Principal

Elizabeth Andrews Secondary Vice Principal

Jarod Dale  Secondary Vice Principal

Swarn Lamba  Elementary Vice Principal

Jess Tweedie  Elementary Vice Principal (0.5)

Glen Blair  Elementary Vice Principal (0.5)

Nazir # awer   General Manager Finance and 

Administration

Axel Eimer   General Manager Operations

Mwamy Sykes  Director of Admissions

Debra Backlund   Business Communications 

Manager

As of March 2012, 
IST’s enrolment 
was 1005 with 
514 students on 
the Elementary 
Campus and 491 
on the Secondary 
Campus.

# e student body 
continues to be 
diverse with almost 
60 nationalities 
represented.

EC1  9
EC2  39
KG  54
Grade 1  74
Grade 2  87
Grade 3  80
Grade 4  85
Grade 5  86
Grade 6  82
Grade 7  60
Grade 8  64
Grade 9  74
Grade 10 53
Grade 11 79
Grade 12 79

TOTAL  1005

* as of March 2012

Margaret Mapembe receiving an award from David Shawver, 
Director, recognizing her 30 years of service to IST.



IST faculty and sta%  are a diverse group representing 
more than 20 nationalities. Many of our faculty 
are themselves third culture kids having been raised 
internationally. IST sta%  members represent most of the 
30 regions in Tanzania.

Bachelor Degree 54%

Master Degree 45%

Doctoral Degree 1%

1-3 years 60%

4-8 years 25%

9 or more years 15%



Tom Pado, Principal  •  Elizabeth Andrews, Vice Principal  •  Jarod Dale, Vice Principal

English:    Rebeka Adamitis, Matthew Foss, John Kernis, Sarah Fuchs, Penny Keet, Rebecca Gillman,
Mathematics:    Annie Sproston, Michael Haddad, Jill Manchester, Cody Taggart, Steve Toms, Vivienne 

Verschuren, Tami Triller
Humanities:    David Veronesi, Cassandra Hallett, Tunu Lukumbuzya, Clinton Keet, Natalie Foster, Steve 

Maine, Tom Triller, Rupert Hunt
Counselor:   Melissa Shea%er, Tim Battersby, Micheline Foss
Technology:   Joseph Barder, Matthew Brady, Adam Batty, Britho Shawa, Fransisca Luwala, Prisca Nkini
Student Services:  Kitty Fogliano, Christel D’Mello, #eresa Davis, Wendy Silberberg, Eileen Moore
Physical Education:   Rob Tate, Steve Turner, Bahati Mgunda, Kaskella Mjovella, Carrie Wood, John Belela
Modern Languages:   Hilda Banda, Jessy Burke, Cyrille Girardin, Anja Maro, Claudia Mushi, Clelia Salvati, 

Gaetan Boinet, Helene Touze, David Pallas, Mkuyuli Innocent, Begona Hernandes
Creative Arts:    Gillian Ani, Greg Giles, Nora Graham, Joshua Green, Natasha Meiliunas, Olga Van Doorn, 

Claudia Kennedy
Science:    Stephen Fogliano, Howard Horowitz, Ann Ireland, Brad Kremer, Joe Collins, Stephen 

Loschi, Berng Mujaya, Chloe Robson, Peter Stanley
Coordinators:    Stephen Maine (IBDP Coordinator), Claudia Kennedy (MYP Coordinator), Steven Turner 

(CAS Coordinator and Athletics Director)
Library:   Ilana Locker, Joanita Ngaiza, Jesse John, Mohamed Ally
O"ce Sta%:    Juliana Karubi, Marystella Kaombwe, Bertysheba Machura, Hadija Othumani, Margaret 

Mapembe
Admissions:   Mwamy Sykes

Alan Lorenzini, Principal  •  Swarn Lamba, Vice Principal  •  Jess Tweedie, Vice Principal (0.5)  •  Glen Blair, Vice 
Principal (0.5)
EC:    Kate Gunn, Gillian Lati%, Sajeda Rashid, Happy Luvanda, Sara Andrew, Susan Mboya
Kindergarten:    Kathryn Battersby, Audrey Shapiro, Mentzia Van der Linde, Nsia Nkini, Tabitha Silas, Iddi 

Maboga
Grade 1:    Sam Cook, Jessica Albrent, Ashleigh Redman, Tabitha Davis, Angela Nara, Catherine 

Kaswaka, Patrick Mbughi, Joyce Dotto
Grade 2:    Samantha Smit, Lara Nikitas, Louise Perera, Christy Heitmiller, Conjester Likule, Florence 

Mlay, Muyenga Malufya, Lillian Twalipo
Grade 3:    Caryn Pelletier, Alyssa McKillip, Aurora Risdon, Callie Lane, Irene Kiwanga, Aida Felix, 

Steven Likonga, Mariam Karanje
Grade 4:    Karen Choan, Peter Kowbel, Sally Lang, Sapna Kanabar, Tammy Schaapherder, Stephen 

Mnubi, Ruth Maivaji
Grade 5:   Jennifer Kremer, Anne McAra, Laelie Surtees, Robin LeRosen, Nasson Mwakalambile
Counselor:   Katie Kersey, Glen Blair (0.5), Nicki Lorenzini (0.5)
ICT:    Mikey McKillip (ICT Coordinator), Sam Wiriyaphong, Mary Mbuya
Learning Support:  Ellen Owen, Cody Alton, Ellen Claessens
PE/Swim:    Neil Cook, Julie Strait, Sue Turner, Danielle Wolf, Marcelino Ngalioma, Mwanahamisi 

Salum, Said Said, Mwinyi Mango, Aisha Salum
Language:   Evans Haule, Rose Mugunda, Rosa Gidlund, Soukeina #aroo
EAL:     Jessica Tweedie (0.5), Ale!yah Adamjee, Emma Davies, Clairelyse Nazeer, Tamsin Tate, 

Emily Kling, Gisela Dale (0.5), Karen Naiman (0.5), Pearl Barretto
Music:    Stephanie Brook, Tracy Wright
PYP Coordinator:  Leah Bortolin
Art:    Minal Ramaiya, Ans Sleutjes, Kasanga Lyova
Library:   Sue Toms, Stella Maganga, Ruth Mamba, Edith Hubert
Nurses:    Marie Pejuan, Happiness Lupilli
O"ce Sta%:   Bridget Luyangi, Sarah Daniel, Fausta Matiko
Admissions:   Linda Vaz



following:
 •  #e purpose and design of the Secondary 

Parent Network.
 •  Group structure and meeting design 

(understanding and commitment).
 •  #e relationship and distinction between 

school management and governance (role of 
management and the role of the board)  

 •  #e spirit of a positive and productive 
partnership with school management.

 • #e bene!ts of volunteerism.

#e Secondary Parent Network played a key role this 
year in identifying security needs in the Secondary 
Car Park and providing guidance about how to work 
with local authorities to acquire permission to better 
secure this area. Concerns expressed by the SPN have 
resulted in the rekindling of a relationship between IST 
and the US Embassy grounded in the intention of IST 
providing more robust security in light of the rising 
crime rate in the local community.

Introduction to the 
PYP

Counselor’s 
Workshops: 
Transition

Living with Tweens 
and What to Expect

Avoiding the Power 
Struggle: How to 
Talk to Teens and 
Stay Involved

Raising Kids in Dar 
es Salaam

#e Brain, Stress and 
Your Children

Introduction to 2nd 
Step Curriculum

Positive Discipline

Digital Citizenship

Raising Resilient Kids

Girl Bullying

Writing at IST

Both the Secondary and the Elementary Campuses 
recognize that a strong parent partnership is 
instrumental in helping students achieve their full 
potential.

On the Secondary Campus, parents are encouraged 
to participate in the 10-minute per teacher student-
involved parent conferences. Moreover, teachers, 
counselors, and administrators have reached out into 
the parent community by o%ering targeted morning 
and evening presentations and workshops in the 
following areas: 
 • New Parent Welcome
 •  Gr. 6-8; 9-10; 11-12 Information Mornings 

(1 per semester)
 • Assessment and Reporting
 • Parenting discussion groups
 •  International Schools’ Assessment (ISA) 

Results
 • Social Networking
 • College/University Planning
 • College and University Life
 • College/University Fairs
#e table to the right lists additional workshops that 
were held during the year on both the Elementary and 
Secondary Campuses.

A few parents representing both the Elementary Parent 
Network (EPN) and the Secondary Parent Network 
(SPN) introduced a new charter at the beginning of the 
year that de!nes the purpose and structure of the parent 
networks on both campuses. 

Perhaps the most tangible outcome of the collaborative 
partnership between Elementary administration and 
the EPN was the reworking of the parent charter. 
However, the level of mutual trust and integrity being 
nurtured was far more signi!cant. #e move to create a 
regular open forum to discuss issues that impact student 
learning serves a healthy purpose for the community. 
#ere is a huge potential in unleashing the volunteering 
arm of the EPN, and both the administration and the 
EPN will continue to tread cautiously along this path.

#e EPN - Social Working Group continued to 
sponsor four very successful events: International Day, 
Friendship Duka, IST’s Got Talent, and International 
Cafe (held in partnership with the SPN).

#e Secondary Parent Network (SPN) continues to 
meet once a month on campus. In light of the new 
charter, members of the Secondary Parent Network 
continue to develop a shared understanding of the 



David Shawver, Ph.D. Director   sabbatical

Tom Pado  Principal, Secondary  Director
       American International School, Lusaka, Zambia 

Jessica Tweedie  0.5 Vice Principal, Elementary returning to home country, U.K.
   Student Services Coordinator 

Elizabeth Andrews Vice Principal, Secondary Principal, Secondary

Tom Triller  Humanities Teacher, Secondary Vice Principal, Secondary

Glen Blair  0.5 Vice Principal, Elementary Full-time Vice Principal, Elementary

International Day 2011, Elementary Campus

#ree senior administrators will be moving on to other assignments at the end of the school year. IST is indebted to 
David Shawver, Tom Pado and Jessica Tweedie for their signi!cant contributions to improving the quality of IST.

Both David Shawver’s and Tom Pado’s contributions to IST are highlighted under the Chair’s and Director’s Reports, 
respectively. 

Jessica Tweedie joined IST in 2008 as the English as an Additional Language (EAL) Coordinator. Her leadership of the 
EAL programme resulted in developing de!ned entry and exit criteria as well as appropriate assessment methods. In 
2011, she agreed to take on the dual roles of Student Services Coordinator and Vice Principal and was an important 
member of the administrative team.

We wish David, Tom and Jess and their families well in their next assignments and we thank them sincerely for their 
service and contributions which have improved IST’s ability to deliver an outstanding education in line with its vision.



A goal for this year was to co-construct an identity for 
the Elementary Campus around pillars of excellence. 
Initial discussions have been held with administrators, 
teachers and parents to try and de!ne what gives (or 
could give) the Elementary Campus its cutting edge. 
#e school’s current mission statement aspires to the 
notion of an outstanding international education 
rooted within a strong local context. With this in 
mind, the pillars of excellence are beginning to take 
shape. Ideally, the pillars should $ow naturally from the 
school’s mission statement and resonate the aspirations 
of the entire school in much the same way as the three 
themes from IST’s current strategic plan.

#e Support Sta% on the Secondary Campus are 
the backbone of our school. Without the collective 
commitment and dedication of members of our support 
sta%, the school would not function. In addition 
to the beginning and end of the year whole school 
celebrations, the Secondary campus has committed to 
honor our support sta% in other ways. Some of the ways 
include:
•  Holding periodic afternoon lunches to acknowledge 

extra-ordinary commitment (e.g. cleaning up Science 
building on a Sunday after a Saturday night !re in an 
e%ort to have Science classrooms ready for teaching 
on Monday morning)

•  Providing relief in the form of donations (by faculty) 
for those members who have experienced personal 
crisis and tragedy (e.g. $ooding, theft, etc.) 

•  Organizing (a Student Council initiative) a “holiday 
hamper” drive that results in presenting each member 
of our Secondary campus support sta% with a holiday 
care package.

•  Beginning a tradition of Gr. 12 students organizing a 
special support sta% luncheon after the IB Exams to 
recognize contributions to their education.  

IST recently adopted the tagline Where Diversity Meets 
Inspiration. #is tagline re$ects a fundamental value in 
our school and community - the value of diversity and 
di%erence. However, integrity is often compromised 
in our school community when there is a lack of 
common or shared understanding around important 
fundamental values and beliefs, such as personal 

responsibility, honesty, kindness, respect, compassion, 
resilience, etc. Commonly understood values shape 
our thinking and thinking shapes and in$uences our 
behaviors and actions. Naturally, explicit values and 
beliefs about behaviors will yield the behaviors that IST 
expects from students, teachers, and parents.  

#e Student Council is deeply committed to improving 
culture on the Secondary campus and ensuring that 
it is grounded in integrity. Drawing from a range of 
resources that include the IB Learner Pro!le and the 
work of similar international schools, the Secondary 
Student Council embarked on a process to craft a 
common set of values and beliefs using language that is 
accessible to all of us.  #e result is the Pamoja Way:

#e IST Twiga community, including parents, students, 
and all sta%, agree to respect the PAMOJA way:
 

IST community members are honest, honorable, and 
trustworthy.  #ey act with integrity, with dignity, and 
they respect the truth.

IST community members are compassionate, kind, 
and caring.  #ey consistently help one another and 
those outside of the IST community.  #ey understand 
the importance of service and desire to become 
contributing members of our global society. 

IST community members are active and courageous.  
#ey take calculated risks, are independent, and actively 
participate in the IST community. 

IST community members are culturally sensitive 
and knowledgeable about their community and the 
world.  #ey celebrate diversity and are curious to learn 
about other cultures. #ey share ideas and realize that 
respectful communication is the key to understanding.

IST community members act with fairness and value 
equality.  #ey defend the rights of others and believe 
that everyone should be respected. #eir behavior 
re$ects a belief that all persons deserve justice. 

IST community members accept responsibility for their 
actions and understand consequences.  #ey honor and 
follow through on their commitments to curricular 
and extracurricular activities. #ey are reliable and 
dependable.
 
PAMOJA means TOGETHER, and TOGETHER we 
will accomplish these goals.
 
May the PAMOJA WAY be with you!



Another goal for the year was to implement and 
monitor the newly drafted appraisal process for faculty 
and sta%. #e appraisal process is accessible to all 
teachers on the Elementary Campus portal. #e Vice 
Principals and the PYP Coordinator are maintaining 
a cumulative record of all professional development 
activity with the teachers. #e Principal has evaluated 
all new teachers and is currently evaluating a third of 
all returning teachers. #ere will be an opportunity to 
re$ect on and revise the appraisal process and the tools 
used later in the year. A new appraisal process this year 
has been initiated for Teaching Assistants. #e Vice 
Principal will formally evaluate all Teaching Assistants 
this year. #e appraisal process has a speci!c focus on 
positive impact on student learning.

#e chart to the right is a summary of the PYP related 
professional development activities undertaken by 
elementary faculty this year. 

Inquiry in the PYP 4
Making the PYP Happen 2
Making the PYP Happen for 
Administrators

1

Induction into the PYP 3
Collaboration in the PYP 1
Reading and Writing in the PYP 1
Assessment in the PYP 48
Language in the PYP 1

ESL in the Mainstream presenter 1
Language in Learning Across the 
Curriculum

5

AISA Conference 3
2-Day Institute for International 
School Counselors

1

Graduate Courses for MA in 
Education

1

Characteristics of Disabilities 1
Topics in School and Public 
Libraries

1

Graduate Courses for PhD in 
Library Studies

1

Stephen Maine IB DP Geography Assistant Examiner, MYP Humanities Moderator

Matthew Foss IB DP English HL Paper 1 Examiner, IB DP English HL Oral Commentary 
moderator

Penny Keet IB English A1 Assistant Examiner - World Lit HL and Paper 2 HL
Vivienne Verschuren  IB DP Math SL Examiner 

Annie Sproston
IB DP Mathematics SL Paper 2 assistant examiner, IB DP Mathematical Studies 
& Mathematics SL workshop leader, IB MYP Mathematics Workshop Leader and 
Moderator

Clelia Salvati IB DP Examiner French B HL + SL, MYP Language B French Moderator
Greg Giles IB DP Visual Art Examiner
Nora Graham  IB DP Visual Arts Examiner
Gillian Ani IB DP #eatre Examiner (RI)

Claudia Kennedy IB DP #eatre Examiner (IPP and PPP) HL & SL, MYP Workshop Leader and 
Moderator

Begoña M. Hernandez IB DP Spanish abinitio P.1 Examiner
Tom Triller MYP Humanities Moderator
Jarrod Dale MYP Physical Education Workshop Leader and Moderator
Peter Stanley MYP Science Workshop Leader
Liz Andrews MYP Language A English Workshop Leader and Moderator
Adam Batty MYP Technology Moderator
Rob Tate MYP Physical Education Moderator

Table below summarizes the IB workshop and examiner experience 
of teachers from the Secondary Campus. Table to the right 
summarizes professional development activities of teachers from the 
Elementary Campus.



#e IST Secondary Campus is fortunate to have several 
members of faculty who are highly experienced and 
trained IB practitioners. #ey have been trained to 
mark student exams, moderate student work, and lead 
workshops. #eir experience and expertise and have had 
a positive impact on student and teacher learning on 
the Secondary campus. See the chart to the left which 
lists IST faculty and the workshops they have led and / 
or the exams they have moderated.

Providing members of faculty with opportunities 
to learn and grow has a positive impact on student 
learning and results in increased job satisfaction. 
Consequently, the Secondary Campus supports 
professional development opportunities that are aligned 
with campus-wide goals and priorities. 

IST invests in teachers. #e Secondary Campus 
continues to implement job-embedded professional 
development during Wednesday afternoons. #is 
year, the 3-T Program (Teachers Teaching Teachers) 

was introduced. Periodically, teachers o%er each other 
workshops on a range of topics including technology 
(various applications), standardizing student work, 
criterion-based assessment, unit planning, and 
integrating movement into instruction. IST also 
supports teachers to acquire quality professional 
development from external organizations and 
consultants. Since the Secondary Campus is committed 
to deliver the MYP and IB Diploma Programmes to the 
highest possible standard, many faculty members attend 
IB sponsored workshops and trainings. 

#e Secondary campus will strive to provide teachers 
with more cost-e%ective and environmentally-friendly 
on-line professional development opportunities while 
reducing travel time and cost as more platforms become 
available from organizations such as the IBO. 

Below is a summary of professional development activities 
undertaken by secondary faculty this year.  

July 2011 College Board US College/University Admissions Washington, DC 1
Sept 2011 IB Dip Language B Kiswahili ab nitio Johannesburg, SA 1
Sept 2011 MYP Language A English Coventry, UK 1
Oct 2011 IB Dip #eory of Knowledge Berlin, Ger 1

Oct 2011 Educare Tim Burns: Movement, Learning, 
Brain Research Dar es Salaam 66 (faculty)

Oct 2011 MYP Subject Speci!c Unit Writing 
(on-line) Dar  es Salaam 4

Nov 2011 ECIS International College/University 
Admissions Lisbon, Portugal 1

Dec 2011 Critical Friends Margaret McClean: Professional 
Learning Community Dar es Salaam 27 (Teacher Leaders)

Jan 2012 MYP Special Educational Needs Johannesburg, SA 1

Jan-Feb 2012 IB Dip Economics Extended Essay On-
Line Dar es Salaam 1

Feb 2012 IB Dip Language B Spanish Barcelona, Sp 1
Feb 2012 IB Dip Economics Barcelona, Sp 1
Feb 2012 IB Dip Humanities (Geography) Berlin, Ger 1

Feb 2012 MYP Subject-Speci!c Unit Writing 
(on-line) Dar es Salaam 1

Mar 2012 IB Dip Math Studies and Math Higher 
Level Berlin, Ger 2

Mar 2012 IB Dip Language A English Literature Berlin, Ger 1
Mar 2012 MYP Language A English Berlin, Ger 2
Mar 2012 MYP Sciences Berlin, Ger 1
Mar 2012 MYP Mathematics Berlin, Ger 1



Eleonora Benaglia Academia delle Belle arti di Brera, Italy
Esmee Bergwer% Hogeschool Inholland, Pabo, #e Netherlands
Riaz Bharmal Lancaster University, UK
Daniel Bowers University of Greenwich, UK
Pia Brar New York University, USA
Edmund Brunton University of York, UK
Shaheed Chagani Princeton University, USA
Rumbidzai Chikowero University of British Columbia, Canada
Shreya Chollera University of California, Los Angeles, USA
Manfred Darr Gap Year
Zishan Dawood Cass Business School at City University of London, UK
Lorraine De Labriolle Spanish Language Emersion School, Madrid, Spain
Danielle Dickinson Distance Degree Learner, University of East London
Sheel Doshi University of Manchester, Manchester School of Architecture, 

UK
Charnelle Etti Macalester College, USA
Lorenzo Folli University of Greenwich, UK
Arnold Gonzaga University of Winnipeg in Manitoba, Canada
Sara Guizani Gap Year
Johan Haeger Gap Year
Salum Hamed Opened his own company in Dar
Liza-Mari Hessel Private Hotel School Stellenbosch, South Africa
Robert Hoekman Leiden University, #e Netherlands
Alex Hummel Savannah College of Art & Design (SCAD), USA
Malik Jaber University of Greenwich, UK
Noorin Ja%er University of Waterloo, Canada
Zameena Ja%er University of Toronto, Canada
Ally Jiwa University of Toronto, Canada
Swetara Joshi McGill University, Canada
Simona Jurisic University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, USA
Kishan Kakad Gap Year
Salmaan Karim Williams College, USA
Kazim Khimji University of New South Wales (UNSW) Sydney, Australia
Ryan Kimber Gap Year
Philip Kinasha Cornell University, USA
Sophia Landon Concordia University, Canada
Benjamin Lane Monash University in Australia
Chris LeBlanc Montana State University, USA
Saheel Lodhia University of Leicester, UK



Armand McQueen Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA
#eresa Meelker Universiteit van Amsterdam, #e Netherlands
Waseem Meghjee School of Oriental African Studies (SOAS), UK
Julia Miranda University of the Arts London,  UK
Ntando Mndawe University of Witwatersrand (WITS) in South Africa
Muhammadali Moorji CUNY – City University New York, US
Rachel Mujaya Caroll College in Montana, US
Joshua Naiman Gap Year
Jenita Nandha Middlesex University Dubai, UAE
Adel Nasr American University in Cairo, Egypt
Haddy Njie Middlesex University Dubai, UAE
Luc Noorholland de 

Jong
Gap Year

Cecilia Norman Lunds Universitet, Sweden
Oluremi Onabanjo Columbia University, USA
Francisco Ponti Will be attending university in Australia
Karissa Punjani Concordia University, Canada
Bram Raadschilders Wageningen University, #e Netherlands
Zaheer-Abbas Rahim Gap Year
Nifasha Rusibamayila Amherst College, USA
Rushabh Shah University of British Columbia, Canada
Lindiwe Sibande University of Warwick, UK
Elizabeth Sigalla Stanford University, USA
Paul Sirma Colgate University, USA
Sabiha Somji University of Leicester, UK
Sarah Somji Cardi% University, UK
Shahista Somji Cardi% University, UK
Karan Suchak University of Miami Ohio, USA
Adam Sykes University of Cape Town, RSA
Mathilde Wold Gap Year, applying to Canada

Graduation: Class of 2011.



2011/12 was year one of a two to three year process to 
establish a shared understanding of e%ective assessment 
practices in a PYP school. 

#e regionally authorized PYP Workshop on 
Assessment served as a necessary provocation as we 
work towards ensuring that assessment becomes integral 
to all teaching and learning at IST.

Over the next two to three years we will be uncovering 
three lines of inquiry.
1.  Building a common understanding about assessment 

through professional dialogue, collegial observation, 
moderation of student work and consistent 
adherence to policy, and internal agreements.

2.  Evidencing student learning through portfolios, unit 
books, re$ective journals and a toolkit of formative 
assessments with exemplars.

3.  Evaluating & revising practices through assessment 
audits, results of student learning, standardized 
assessments and PYP standards and practices.

Our !rst priority is to co-construct our current 
assessment policy. We are currently in the middle of this 
process.

Another goal for 2011 was to encourage planning and 
instruction that promotes inquiry and accommodates 
di%erent learner needs.

It is not really possible to separate this priority from the 
above (assessment). In order to maintain a di%erentiated 
classroom where children are both supported and 
challenged, teachers must constantly assess students to 
plan for instruction that caters to di%erent interests, 
learning styles and levels of readiness. 

Planning for learning di%erences is integral to 
purposeful di%erentiated instruction. #is year we 
have touched on how to plan for co-teaching. #e 

student services department will likely become the 
primary authors of this planning partnership. We have 
started discussing the need to plan for inquiry. While 
research and scienti!c/mathematical investigations are 
currently planned for, we need to incorporate the full 
range of inquiry from controlled, modeled, and guided 
inquiry to independent student-led inquiry. We have 
started adjusting some of our curricular documents to 
allow for more dynamic instruction, but perhaps most 
signi!cantly, our move to introduce an 8 period day 
next year will provide the level of collaborative planning 
time necessary for more e%ective instruction. 

As a footnote, the importance of recruiting quality 
teachers who already have an understanding of PYP 
should not be underestimated when it comes to 
establishing a common understanding of how to deliver 
the programme. Next year, we will not need to use half 
of the PYP budget introducing the PYP to new hires. As 
we start the next academic year, the Elementary school 
will have 6 people who have been PYP Coordinators 
and 4 regionally authorized PYP trainers. Only one of 
the new hires will require orientation into the PYP and 
regular mentoring. #is does not guarantee success but 
it improves the odds.

A third goal related to curriculum was to develop a 
Student Services Handbook for teachers and provide 
a revised overview of what the school is able to 
accommodate in the parent handbook (and in the 
school’s admissions procedures).

#e Elementary Student Services Handbook will be 
completed by the close of the year. #is is a working 
document and will be revised as the teams develop.  #e 
completed document will have !ve sections - a general 
student services handbook and then four handbooks 
speci!c to the work of the four student services 
departments - counseling, LS, EAL and WW.  EAL and 
WW have been completed and just need reviewing.  
#e general student services handbook, counseling and 
LS are in draft form and are currently being reviewed.  
#e purpose of this handbook is to record the policies 
and practices of the student services department and 
it will be used to inform the parent handbook (and 
in time the admissions process).  Signi!cant e%ort 



has been made to clarify terms and practices so that 
there is a clear and consistent approach between 
elementary departments and the secondary school 
campus.  #is work will continue next year, building 
on the recommendations from our recent professional 
development.

Another goal this year on the Elementary Campus was 
to explore what modern language options are most 
meaningful in the context of a PYP school in Tanzania.

Earlier this year, the Elementary Principal proposed 
a programme change that would see the phasing out 
of Spanish and French at the end of this academic 
year. #ere is a level of anxiety about this proposal as 
it may be poorly received by a signi!cant number of 
IST parents. #e board rightly questioned whether the 
speed of the proposed change was well conceived, and 
there was some suggestion of a more staggered approach 
over a longer period of time. #e board academic 
committee recommended that we continue to provide 
Spanish and French next year while we pilot a multi-
leveled Kiswahili programme. It is felt that this will 
better inform future decisions as to whether or not to 
adopt the original proposal in its entirety.

Apart from the fact that this proposal is strongly aligned 
with the school’s mission statement, the main bene!ts 
include: 
1)  We can provide more authentic opportunities for 

language learning experiences through Kiswahili than 
through any other modern language.

2)  Kiswahili o%ers us the ideal vehicle for understanding 
the culture of Tanzania and celebrating its diversity.

3)  By focusing on a single modern language, we will 
be able to target individual needs more e%ectively 
because we can o%er beginner, intermediate and 
advanced programmes. #is would also allow for 
greater $exibility in terms of moving children 
between programmes mid-year.

4)  Students (or families) who want access to world 
languages will have this opportunity available to 
them in the after school programme. All students 
will have equal access to the modern language 
programme during the school day.

5)  Finally, the employment of long-term Tanzanian 
teachers would o%er a level of continuity to this 
department that does not currently exist. Dr. Jane Goodall, reknowned 

primatologist, held an inspiring talk in 
February for the students in Grade 3 
who were studying a unit on heroes. Dr. 
Goodall called on the Elementary students 
to embrace the Roots & Shoots programme 
and its mission.

Fine Arts Week 2012. Elementary students creating tin 
foil #sh for the Under the Sea art installation.

Physical Education. Elementary students with PE 
teacher Julie Strait in a competition of speed, skill and 
strategy.



Signi!cant progress has been made in MYP 
implementation in the following areas:

•  Collaborative planning time continues to be used for 
developing and re!ning curriculum. Documents have 
been completed in the MYP to provide information 
about curriculum content and how this content aligns 
to MYP objectives in each subject area for each year 
of the programme. #ese documents also show the 
common assessments used in each subject.

•  A new document detailing the learner expectations 
for the areas of interaction has been developed and 
implemented. #is document supports teachers in 
providing structured learning aims for students for 
each area of interaction when developing and teaching 
units of work.

•  A new MYP Course guide has been published and is 
available on the IST website.

•  Additional collaborative planning time at grade 
levels for some teachers has been scheduled as part 
of the school day. #is allows teachers to develop 
interdisciplinary units of work, a key feature of the 
Middle Years Program

•  New MYP reports, introduced last year, giving 
information about subject criteria continue to be used 
to give meaningful information to students, teachers 
and parents while complying with MYP requirements. 
#is school year, the term 1 and 3 reports have an 
e%ort grade and relevant criteria levels only (i.e. no 
MYP 1-7 achievement grade).

•  Regular and frequent parent information sessions and 
seminars about aspects of MYP such as assessment 
such as the principals’ co%ee mornings.

#ere are a number of measures in place to ensure a 
smooth transition between the two programs, and to 
provide individualized placement recommendations for 
students when they choose their Diploma subjects as 
well as their tertiary education courses.

External moderation of MYP !nal grades is a clear and 
valid indicator of IST students’ standard of achievement 
internationally. #is is because moderation provides 
worldwide standardization of grades and ensures there 
is external accountability for teachers. Schools are 
provided with a comparison of average grades achieved 
by their students with the worldwide average over all IB 

schools. IST’s grades are rarely changed by moderators, 
which indicates a high level of accuracy in teachers’ 
assessment of student work.

Teachers and academic counsellors look at each 
individual students’ MYP grades when deciding 
whether a student should be placed at Higher Level or 
Standard Level in a subject. Generally a student would 
need to attain an MYP grade of 5 in their !nal report 
in grade 10 in order to be admitted to a Higher Level 
course.

#ere is a well-developed program of counselling 
leading up to students making their subject choices 
in the Diploma program. Early in the grade 10 year, 
teachers in class will explain the Diploma course to the 
students, to give them information on which to base 
their choices. #roughout term 3, each student has an 
indivdual conversation with an academic counsellor 
where they have the opportunity of discussing 
possible college choices and receiving advice about 
which subjects would be most suitable for them. #is 
information, in conjunction with report grades and 
information from subject teachers, is used to develop 
an appopriate program of study for each individual 
student. Parents are also consulted during the academic 
counseling process and approve their grade 10 son / 
daughter’s IB Diploma course selections.

Consideration for the transition from MYP to Diploma 
is also built into the curriculum development process. 
Starting with the goal in mind, teachers use the 
knowledge, understandings and skills required to be 
successful in grade 11 as a starting point for “backward 
design” of the curriculum. #is means that teachers 
ensure that each year’s curriculum content builds on 
the previous year’s as well as preparing students for the 
following year. For example, teachers ask themselves 
when developing curriculum for grade 8, which 
knowledge, understandings and skills they have already 
acquired in grade 7 and which ones they need to 
acquire as a prerequisite for success in grade 9, and so 
on all the way up the school from grade 6 through 12. 
#is method of curriculum design is well established 
and supported by current educational research. 

#e focus for the 2011-12 year in MYP was to 
continue developing and re!ning the curriculum using 
“backward design” principles outlined above, as well as 
implementing the areas of interaction more consistently 
and thoroughly, and developing interdisciplinary units 
at each grade level. 



IST subject teachers submit samples of student work 
for moderation by the International Baccalaureate 
(IB) for each of the eight subject groups. #e sample 
for the personal project was selected and submitted by 
the MYP Coordinator. Once the samples have been 
checked by the external moderators, the IB then either 
adjusts or leaves individual student achievement levels 
(grades) as submitted by the school and lists the MYP 
1-7 grades on each student’s individual MYP Record of 
Achievement. 

In order to be awarded an MYP Certi!cate students 
must:

•  Attain a minimum of 36 points out of 63 (each 
subject grade out of 7 counts as the corresponding 
number of points, e.g. an MYP 5 = 5 points),

•  Achieve an MYP grade 3 or above in the personal 
project,

•  Complete at least the !nal 2 years of MYP, 
•  Study at least one subject from each of the eight 

subject groups, and
•  Ful!l the school’s community and service 

requirements.

All students, whether or not they are eligible for 
the certi!cate, will still receive the MYP Record of 
Achievement, which lists all the subjects and the grades 
attained. MYP Certi!cates and Records of Achievement 
are issued by the IB and are usually received in late 
September.

Main Points of the June 2011 Session

•  69 students in the 2010-2011 grade 10 year group 
were registered for IB validated documentation 
(certi!cates and records of achievement)

•  Out of the 69 students registered, 46 students were 
eligible for the certi!cate. 

•  40 students were awarded the MYP certi!cate, 
making a success rate of 86%.

•  14 students of those eligible for the certi!cate (30%) 
achieved outstanding totals of 50 points and above

•  #e highest score was 58 points
•  #e average subject grade score is 5.09 and the average 

number of total points per student is 46
•  16 students were not eligible for the MYP certi!cate 

because they were in the program for less than the 
!nal 2 years. Of these, 5 also attained fewer than 
the required 36 points and / or did not complete all 
program elements.

•  7 students were not eligible for the MYP certi!cate 
because they did not study all eight subject areas: six 
did not study a second language (Language B) and 
one did not study P.E. or complete a personal project 
(prolonged school absence due to illness).

•  Of the 23 students NOT eligible for the certi!cate, 9 
gained fewer than 36 points. 

•  3 students of those eligible for the certi!cate (8%) 
did not achieve the requisite 36 points. Of these, the 
lowest score was 28 points. 2 students attained more 
than 36 points but gained fewer than the required 
MYP grade 3 for the personal project. 

Presently IST uses internal achievement grades in 
Grade 10 to help determine placement in either an IB 
Diploma Programme or IB Certi!cate programme for 
students as they enter Grade 11.

Out of the !ve students who were not awarded 
the MYP Certi!cate on the basis of their academic 
achievement (gaining fewer than 36 points or not 
completing the personal project) 2 have left IST. #e 
other 3 have progressed to grade 11, where one is 
studying for the full IB Diploma, one is on academic 
probation for the Diploma and one is pursuing IB 
Certi!cate courses. #is indicates a high degree of 
alignment between a student’s academic achievement 
and their placement in the school’s program.

2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 2006 2005
Students registered 69 83 64 56 58 68 55
Students achieving 36 
and more points 

43 (93%)* 55 (90%)* 42 (82%)* 47 (84%)* 41 (71%)* 52 (77%)* 46 (84%)*

Obtained MYP 
certi!cate

40 55 42 47 33 44 36 

Average points 47 46 47 47 45 44 47
Highest points 58 59 58 63 58 56 57
Average grade 5.22 5.09 5.15 5.16 4.78 4.81 5.09

*percentage relates to those eligible for certi#cate, not those registered overall. Some students were registered so 
that they may receive a record of achievement, even though they are not able to receive the full MYP certi#cate.



#e arts provide students with a forum for safe 
expression, communication, exploration, imagination, 
and cultural and historical understanding. Current 
brain research con!rms that Arts education strengthens 
student problem-solving and critical thinking skills, 
adding to overall academic achievement, school success, 
personal development, and preparation for the work 
world. #e market place is beginning to place more 
value and demand on creative thinking, synthesis, and 
design, which are central to all IB Arts subjects. In this 
way, over and above the academic rigor that is required 
in all IB subjects, the arts encourage students to develop 
vital skills necessary for success in a wide range of 
careers. 
In the IB Diploma, students are required to choose one 
subject from each of the six academic areas, including 
one from Group 6. However, instead of a Group 6 arts 
discipline, students may choose a second subject from 
groups 1 – 5, for example an additional language or 
science subject. (IBO)
While the structure of Group 6 within the IB Diploma 
Programme creates some $exibility and is designed to 
allow students to study speci!c subjects in order to 
meet admissions requirements for particular university 
programs, it can compromise the value of Arts 
Education in Grades 11-12. #is claim is supported 
by the fact that students can choose not to study an 
Arts subject in the IB Diploma Programme and instead 
choose to study another 
subject.  Most IST 
students choose not 
to take a Group 6 arts 
subject when entering 
Grade 11 which results 
in IST not being able 
to o%er some Arts 
courses due to lack of 
subscription*. (Five or 
more students must 
sign up for a subject in 
order for that subject to 
be o%ered.)
In recognition of 
current research and 
the demands of a 21st 
century market place, 
IST would like to 
encourage students to 
study an arts subject 
and will incorporate the 

following procedure in the Grade 11 subject selection 
process.
IST will o%er a minimum of two of the three Group 
6 subjects (Visual Arts, Music, #eatre Arts) in any 
given academic year in order to promote arts education 
in Grades 11-12, regardless of student choice and 
subscription. #is will begin with the Class of 2014. 
#e two Group 6 Arts subjects that will run are subject 
to student interest (subscription) and the availability 
of quali!ed sta% to teach the subject. (Naturally, IST 
will o%er all three Arts subjects if !ve or more students 
elect to take each subject.) #e Secondary Principal, in 
consultation with the IB Diploma Coordinator, will 
decide which Group Six Art courses will be o%ered to 
students.

In the May 2011 examination session, 69 IST students 
sat for examinations in 37 IB subjects. Fifty-!ve of these 
entries were candidates for the full IB Diploma, 12 sat 
for IB certi!cates.

In 2011, twelve students out of a class of 67 followed 
an IB Certi!cate programme. #e main points include:
•  56% 0f the grades were either a 4 or 5 , compared 

to 68% in 2010, 65% of grades in 2009 and 54% 
in 2008. 45% of the grades were either a 1,2 or 3 
compared to 31% in 2010, 27.5% in 2009 and 
46.5% in 2008.

•  Groups 3 (Humanities), 4 (Science) and 5 
(Mathematics) continue to be challenging for 
students.

Group 1
Language 

A1

Group 2
Foreign 

Languages

Group 3
Individuals 

and 
Societies

Group 4
Experimen-
tal Sciences

Group 5
Mathematics

Group 6
Creative 

Arts

Number 
of entries

8 (13) 10 (13) 16 (16) 12 (16) 12 (13) 6 (6)

No of 
scores 6 

or 7

1 (0) 1 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

No of 
scores 4 

or 5

6 (11) 5 (11) 8 (9) 6 (6) 6 (10) 5 (5)

No of 
scores 

1,2 or 3

1 (1) 3 (2) 8 (6) 10 (10) 6 (3) 1 (1)

Average 
Grade

4.4 (4.3) 4.3 (4.7) 3.1 (3.8) 3.3 (3.3) 3.4 (4.2) 4.2 (3.7)

$e table above shows the grade distribution by subject group. $e #gures are number of entries 
not percentages due to the small cohort size.



#e continued growth in the uptake of ESS and 
DT in Group 4 have allowed certi!cate students to 
follow more accessible science courses that better suits 
their needs. Stricter criteria for choosing Group 4 
subjects have also been applied from 2009 onwards, 
in particular to limit Physics to students taking Maths 
Standard level. From August 2011 a new Maths 
course, ‘Applications’ has been introduced for students 
on certi!cate. #is is a non-IB Maths course that 
focuses on every day Maths and its applications in 
the real-world. From 2011, students on Certi!cate 
have also been placed in additional support classes. 
#ese are Writers Workshop (compulsory for all 
Certi!cate students) aimed at helping students with 
their academic writing and assignment completion, 
Maths Lab (optional) and Study Support (compulsory 
for all certi!cate students with identi!ed needs). #e 
study support classes focus on time-management and 
developing good work and study habits.

Highlights of this year’s examination session include:
•  35 % of students who sat for the full Diploma 

achieved ‘Excellence Status’ (35 points and above) 
which compares with 33% in 2009, 35% in 2008, 
36.9% in 2007 and 38.5% in 2006.

•  89% of students who sat for the Diploma were 
successful.

•  Four students achieved Diplomas above 40 points, 
compared to four in 2010, seven in 2009, six in 2008, 
two in 2007 and eight in 2006.

•  #e average score in individual subjects gained by 
students who passed the Diploma was 33, out of 

a possible 45. #is compares to a world average of 
29.56 (2010).

•  #e average grade achieved by students who took the 
full Diploma at IST was 5.20 compared to a world 
average of 4.78.

•  #e percentage of scores at grades 6 and 7 (36%) 
compared to the world average of 27%.

#e Diploma pass rate of 89% was slightly lower 
than in the previous two years but not signi!cantly. A 
number of the students who were not successful made 
pragmatic choices to remain on the Diploma as this 
was required by the universities they planned to attend. 
Over a third of students (35%) achieved an excellent 
Diploma over 35 points. #e average point score of 
33 obtained by students passing the Diploma was 
once again well above the world average of 29.5 and 
consistent with previous years. #e number students 
receiving 6 or 7 was higher than in the previous years 
but the number receiving a 1, 2 or 3 was also higher. 
#is continues to re$ect the broadening spectrum of 
student ability in the diploma programme at IST.

Curriculum is “a contract” between the school (with 
school de!ned as teachers and administrators) and those 
we serve (students and parents). Our goal is to honor 
the contract by documenting and publishing subject-
speci!c scope and sequences for Grades 6-12 that 
aligns prescribed (by the IB) grade level subject-speci!c 

objectives with content (knowledge, 
skills, understandings and attitudes) 
and summative assessment tasks. Given 
our Wednesday early release day, 

Last year, the faculty documented 
the scope and sequence (curriculum 
map) for all Gr. 11-12 IB Diploma 
courses. #is year, much of the 
Wednesday collaborative planning 
and professional development time 
has been allocated to departments to 
document and review the scope and 
sequence (curriculum map) for all Gr. 
6-10 courses. #e aim of this exercise 
is to communicate to stakeholders 
(students, parents, new teachers, etc) 
what students are expected to learn 
and understand and when in all Depts 
and subject areas in Gr. 6 to Gr. 10. 
Secondary Depts are scheduled to 

2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 2006 2005
Average 
Diploma 
Score

33 33 32 34 33 34 34

% of scores 
either 6/7 36 30 36 39 36 37 29

% of scores 
either 4/5 49 60 54 51 54 52 67

% of scores 
either 1/2/3 15 10 11 10 11 12 13

Diploma 
Pass % 89 95 94 84 87 93 82

No of 
students 
taking the 
Diploma

55 59 62 57 46 56 49



complete this work by May and we intend to publish 
scope and sequence documents on the new website 
before the end of the school year. 

One priority of the Secondary Campus was to conduct 
a review of our guidelines for !eld trips and the 
Extended Studies programme. #is included reviewing 
important processes and procedures related to trip 
planning and organization, risk assessment, supervision, 
student health information, and communication. 
Vice-Principal Jarrod Dale initiated the review that 
resulted in a very successful ESP this year. Signi!cant 
improvements were made in the areas of risk 
management, trip planning and organization, and 
student supervision. 

#e Secondary Campus continues to strive to build 
capacity to meet a wide variety of student educational 
needs. Over the past year, the school has allocated 
signi!cant resources (sta"ng, workshop presenters, 
etc.) to build capacity, particularly in the areas of 
di%erentiation and in our EAL/Learning Support 
programs. 

Below is a summary of the services that are provided 
given the sta"ng and resources that are available. 

#e Secondary Campus will publish a handbook 
summarizing the EAL/Learning Support program over 
the next two weeks and hold an evening forum for 
interested parents in October. 

#is year marked the third year that the Secondary 
campus administered the International Schools’ 
Assessment (Mathematics, Reading, Narrative Writing, 
Expository Writing). After conducting a comprehensive 
review of three years of student performance data, we 
observed slight overall improvement of the scores that 
our students earn in relation to the scores earned by all 
other students who attend similar schools. 

However, upon closer look at the data (via student 
tracking), we have also observed that scores earned by 
our capable and highly capable students in Grades 6-7 
have not improved over time in relation to the cohort 
of students who have taken the test at other schools. 
Triangulating this data with parent perceptions on 
the IST Parent Survey along with anecdotal evidence 
presented by students, teachers, and parents has led us 
to the conclusion that the Secondary campus needs to 
provide more rigor and challenge in Mathematics and 
literacy to students who are capable or highly capable 
academically. 

Accommodations x x x x x Student-speci!c as de!ned in the 
Student Support Plans

Pull-Out Support Class x x x Compensatory pull-out class in place 
of Modern Language

Co-Teaching x x In-class support in Mathematics and 
Sciences

Skills-Based Humanities x x Equivalent to MYP Humanities
Literacy Support (Read-
ing and Writing)

x x English language skills. (Meets after 
school)

Writing Lab x x Academic writing skills. (Meets after 
school)

Math Lab x x x x x Math skills development. (Meets after 
school)

Study Lab x x Compensatory study support class for 
certi!cate students. 

SD- during school day; AS- after school



During Term 4, Secondary campus administration will 
convene a group of teachers and begin to collect some 
additional evidence of learning and to explore models 
that will broaden our commitment to di%erentiation by 
providing additional rigour and challenge for capable 
and highly capable students in the context of the regular 
classroom. Building capacity to di%erentiate instruction 
by implementing additional rigor and challenge to 
students in this age group has been identi!ed as a 
Secondary campus priority/action plan during the 
2012-13 SY. 

#is year the Secondary campus hosted the !rst ever 
ISSEA Mathematics competition. Teams of students 
from four ISSEA schools and one local school came to 
IST to participate in a 2-day Mathematics competition. 
#e Mathematics Dept, led by Mike Haddad, 
developed the competition protocols and organized 
the competition. #e event was a huge success and 
hopefully will carve a future direction for ISSEA into 
the realm of Mathematics and the arts in addition to 
sport. 

Current brain research tells us about the importance 
of movement and exercise in brain development and 
learning. One of the Secondary action plans this 
year was to develop a better understanding of this 
relationship and to acquire and implement a set of 
practical tools and strategies to facilitate meaningful 
movement and leaning in classrooms. #e Secondary 
campus worked to achieve this goal by doing the 
following: 
•  Invited Tim Burns who is a well-known educator, 

author, presenter, and consultant to work with faculty 
and IB Dip students. (He also gave brief presentation 
to parents in the community.)

•  Convened a working group of teachers who organize 
workshops are in the process of assembling resources 
that teachers can use in their classrooms.

•  Organized and o%ered workshops (3T- Teachers 
teaching Teachers) during Wednesday Early 
Release and during our two February professional 
development days. 

•  Developed a web-based collection of classroom 
movement resources, tools, and activities that are 
accessible to teachers. 

Teachers in the Secondary campus, particularly those 
teachers who are working with younger students, 
have made a commitment to integrate 1-2 movement 

activities into lessons in an e%ort to sustain student 
attention and readiness to learn. #e aim is to formalize 
this commitment by the end of the year. 

#e Secondary campus continues to re!ne its standards-
based faculty appraisal process by formalizing inputs 
used to evaluate performance. Over the past two 
years, the following inputs have been formalized and 
embedded into the appraisal process- student-to-
teacher feedback, classroom walk-throughs, teacher 
self-assessment, and unit design. Beginning this year, 
the Secondary administration required all teachers on 
the summative evaluation track to formally present 
student work to an administrator. Protocols are used 
either to review and/or standardize the piece of student 
work. Often, both the teacher and administrator view 
the application of criteria and/or assessment task design 
in addition to the student work. Rich conversations 
between teacher and administrator occur about student 
learning and teaching practice. #e outcome of the 
conversation always focuses on how the work can be 
used to inform instruction and programming. #e 
honest and informative conversations that emerge from 
looking at student work shed great light on a teacher’s 
skill set and his/her work with students. 

)

When IB Coordinator, Steve Maine, presented the IST 
IB Diploma Report to the Board in September 2009, 
a question was raised about the relationship between 
student performance on the IB Diploma and years 
of attendance at IST. Subsequently, Steve Maine and 
Tom Pado developed a database, and began tracking 
and analyzing the data as pertained to the relationship 
between years of attendance at IST and performance on 
the IB Diploma. 

Below is an updated report that includes the following:
• A data table,
•  Analysis of some of the data in relation to the 

relationship between student performance on the IB 
Diploma and length/period of enrollment at IST, and 

• A conclusion 



Regardless of when students enroll at IST:

•  a greater percentage of students in Grade 12 earn a 
full IB Diploma than students at other like schools 
in the ISSEA region. (e.g. 65% of Gr. 12 students are 
enrolled in the full IB Diploma Programme at the 
International School of Kenya.);

•  A greater percentage of IST students pass the IB 
Diploma than the average world pass rate (80%); and,

•  IST students earn a higher score on the IB Diploma 
than the world average (world average 28-29 points). 

Students who have been enrolled at IST their entire 
school life have experienced success with the IB 
Diploma Programme. 
•  92.5% of the students are enrolled in the full IB 

Diploma. 
•  Of the students who are enrolled in the full IB 

Diploma, 91.5% of those students pass the IB 
Diploma. 

•  #ree students who have been enrolled their entire 
school life over the past !ve years have earned 42 
points, which is an outstanding score. We had one 
student earn a perfect 45 points (which is highly 
unusual) enter IST in Kindergarten. 

Students who complete their entire education at IST, 
on average, have received a quality education. Overall, 
they have performed well and have been successful with 
the IB Diploma.

#ere is no statistically signi!cant variance in 
performance (pass rate and % of students who complete 
the IB Diploma) among students who entered IST 

in EC thru Gr. 11. Further, there is no statistically 
signi!cant variance in the IB Diploma mean score 
among students who entered IST in EC thru Gr. 
8. #ere is a slight variance in performance among 
students who entered in Gr. 9-10 and a greater variance 
among those students who entered in Gr. 11. #ere are 
some reasons for this:
1.  #e admissions process for Grades 9-10 is more 

rigorous than in earlier grades and even more 
rigorous in Gr. 11. It is possible that any variation 
in success between those who joined before Gr. 9 
and those that joined in G11 is a result of a more 
rigorous admissions process. 

2.  #rough the admissions process, it is much easier to 
predict whether or not a student can bene!t from a 
rigorous IB Diploma Programme or an IB Certi!cate 
program in Gr 9-11 than a student who applies to 
IST as an Elementary student. It is di"cult to predict 
future performance and the level of motivation of a 
student who applies to IST in Elementary School, 
particularly in early Elementary.  

3.  High achieving local students apply in Gr. 9, 10, or 
11 (depending on family resources). Over 85% of 
applicants for Gr. 11 are local students, and many are 
very motivated and feel less entitled than students 
who have attended IST for a number of years. 
Human nature is to take your existing conditions for 
granted regardless of how good or favorable they are. 

Historically, many families in the local community 
have educated their children at schools other than IST 
up until the end of grades 8, 9, or 10 and then applied 
for admission into the IB Diploma Programme. #e 
reasons for this are:
•  #e recognition given to the IB Diploma by 

universities.

Grade of 
Entry Years at IST

Total # of 
students

% students 
enrolled in 
the full IB 
Diploma

% of 
students who 
passed the IB 

Dip

% of IB Dip 
students 

who earned 
35 points or 

above 
IB Dip. 

Mean Score
IB Dip. 

Score Range
11 0 to 2 105 89.5% 94% 39.5% 33.2 21-43

9,10 3 to 4 94 88% 89% 37% 32.2 21-42
6-8 5 to 7 47 74.5% 87% 22% 31 21-38

Kg-5 8 to 13 41 78% 88% 25% 30.4 20-45
EC 14 40 92.5% 91.5% 27% 31.5 23-42
Notes:

1. Scores earned by IB Certi!cate candidates are not factored into the IB Diploma mean score. 
2. #e IB Diploma World Mean Score ranged between 28-29 points over the past 5 years. 
3. #e IB Diploma World Pass Rate has been about 80% over the past 5 years. 
4. #ose students who are not enrolled in the full IB Diploma are enrolled in the IB Certi!cate Programme.



•  #e strength of the academic programme.
•  High quality academic counseling
•  #e well-developed college counseling programme. 

#ese factors result in some of the very best and 
highly motivated students in Tanzania applying for 
admission to G11, along with 5 scholarship students 
who represent the most outstanding students in the 
Tanzanian national exams (top 10%). #is may explain 
the di%erence in the percentage of students who earn 
35 points or above (an excellent Diploma) on the IB 
Diploma. 

Please understand that that this study has signi!cant 
limitations. #e data set itself is very narrow in terms 
of understanding the value that IST adds to a child’s 
academic progress and performance. #is study only 
looks at one measure of academic performance - the 
IB Diploma. One can argue that the measure, itself, is 
limited in scope. In most IB subjects, 75-80% of the 
!nal grade that students earn is based on one exam 
(consisting of 2-3 papers) taken in May of the !nal year. 
While traditional sit down pen and paper examinations 
are an expedient way of collecting evidence of student 
learning and understanding, they do not cater to the 
various intelligences, capabilities, and strengths that 
students possess. 

To determine signi!cant factors in$uencing student 
performance on the IB Diploma or on any other 
measure of academic performance and progress, 
we would need to explore a host of factors that are 
recognised as contributing to student achievement in 
school. #ese include, but are not limited to:

1.  #e admissions process at 
di%erent grade levels.

2.  Relationship between parent and 
child.

3.  Home environment.
4.  Educational level of the parents.
5.  Family situation (number of 

parents at home).
6.  Language background of students 

and family.
7.  Previous education system 

(quality and approach).
8.  Quality of teaching, 
9.  Social/emotional health and 

wellness.
10.  Pastoral care
11.   Diet and exercise.
12.  Resourcing of teaching materials 

and technology.

#e Preliminary SAT/National Merit Scholarship 
Qualifying Test (PSAT/NMSQT) is a program 
cosponsored by the College Board and National Merit 
Scholarship Corporation (NMSC) in the United States. 
It is a standardized test that provides !rsthand practice 
for the SAT and is administered once a year. Below is 
a comparison of IST’s averages with the US national 
averages:

Results Class of 2013 (Gr. 11)
Critical Reading  46.3 46.8
Mathematics  50.3 47.5
Writing Skills  45.7 44.8
Results Class 2014 (Gr. 10) 
Critical Reading  47.0 42.3
Mathematics 47.3 42.3
Writing Skills 45.2 40.3



A major goal of 2011/12 was to develop and 
implement a temporary food service for students, 
and propose a concept for the provision of a more 
permanent catering option.

In November, three caterers were invited to 
present their proposals to all interested parents 
in the sta%room. One caterer emerged as the 
most popular and representatives from the food 
committee visited the caterer’s preparation site 
to determine whether or not it met our health 
expectations, and sample meals were prepared 
for our 2nd Grade students. After reviewing the 
feedback from the various sources, the decision was 
taken to sign an 18-month agreement which began 
in January 2012.

#e Secondary campus convened a Food Service 
Working Group consisting of representatives of all 
stakeholder groups along with local food service 
and project management expertise. #e charge 
of this group was to facilitate a needs assessment, 
develop a food service concept on the secondary 
campus, and a plan to implement the concept. 
Using Student Council as a resource, the group 
facilitated a needs assessment that resulted in the 
following concept and plan to implement the 
concept. 

To establish a food service and operating system 
that will deliver the following: 
•  High quality and broad variety of hot, healthy 

meals that satisfy our student/ teacher customer 
base. (daily hot veg and non-veg dish).

 •  Quick, e"cient, friendly service.
 •  A high perception of value of the food service 

(quality, nutrition, service) by our IST 
Secondary Campus stakeholders- teachers, 

parents, and students.
 •  Exceptional catering services for the school and 

parents.
 •  Environmentally friendly.
 •  Low prices.
 •  A self-sustaining operation (no direct subsidy). 

#e plan is as follows:
1.  Conduct an inspection to ensure the structural 

integrity of the subway building.
2.  Design a proper food storage (wet and dry) area, 

a kitchen (food prep, cooking, wash/waste) and 
food service area.

3.  Design infrastructure (electrical, waste 
management, ventilation, cooling, etc.) to 
support a kitchen and service area.

4.  Renovate the subway building.
5.  Tender and source quality industrial kitchen 

equipment from a reputable vendor who o%ers 
a comprehensive installation and maintenance 
plan.

6.  Tender a reputable food service provider 
(international or local) to procure, transport, 
prepare, and serve quality food.

A signi!cant investment from the school 
($232,000) was required to implement the above 
stated concept and implement the plan. At this 
point, the Board and Management agreed that the 
signi!cant costs/risks (cost, !nding a reputable 
outside vendor, etc.) associated with this project 
outweigh the potential bene!ts. As of this writing, 
the Secondary Food Service Committee will 
re-convene to make adjustments in the current 
concept (sandwiches, salads, pizza) and to improve 
the design and e"ciency of the food service area. 

Another goal of 2011/12 was to assist in the 
development of an Elementary Campus that 



enriches student learning and models thoughtful 
consideration towards our environment and the 
host nation.

#e master site plan in its many permutations 
has been at the center of many discussions this 
year. #ere are a number of di"cult questions to 
address regarding student capacity, faculty housing, 
sustainable energy & resources, admissions policy, 
fee structure and early childhood education. 
#at said, short-term projects are underway 
that will positively impact student learning. #e 
construction of a second $oor above the early 
childhood classrooms will provide us with an 
opportunity to re-house all the kindergarten 
and !rst grade classrooms in the same area, and 

allow us to place a revitalized modern language 
department at the heart of our school. #ere will 
be two weeks of potential disruption to learning 
at the end of this academic year to ensure that 
this building project is completed in time for the 
start of the next academic year (as of this writing). 
It goes without saying that every measure will be 
taken to minimize negative impact on student 
learning. #e timeline for other capital projects 
is not yet clear. As we crystalize some of the ideas 
currently being discussed around student action, 
community service and sustainable environments, 
there will be implications for how the elementary 
campus is developed. Eighty percent of this year’s 
!fth grade !nalist presentations on how to spend 
school money talked to the genuine desire to 
improve our environment. To quote our students, 
“a ten thousand mile journey begins with a single 
step.”

#e IST Master Site Plan calls for the construction 
of a performing arts center on the Secondary 
campus (where the Secondary faculty housing 
is currently located). At this point in time, 
construction is scheduled to begin on June 2014. 
Vice-Principal Liz Andrews assembled a working 
group consisting of faculty members of the 
Secondary Creative Arts Department. 

#e over-arching objective of the group was 
to create a design concept for a performance 
arts center that meets the instructional and 
performance needs (music, dance, drama/theatre 
arts) of approximately 500 students in Gr. 6-12. 
#e working group envisions a space that can be 
used by greater community as well. #us far, the 
group has collected data from members of the 
Creative Arts Department and other interested 
faculty in the following areas:
 •  Clari!cation of curricular objectives- MYP and 
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 •  Anticipated program needs and goals in light 
of curricular objectives and the types of spaces 
(instructional spaces, practice rooms, theatre, 
etc.) necessary to support these needs and goals.

 •  Measurement of current spaces used to deliver 
Music, Dance, and Drama/#eatre Arts.

 •  Research on contemporary technical 
requirements and speci!cations on the 
following spaces: instructional, practice, and a 
performance.  

 •  Commitment to consult with the US Embassy 
to ensure that the Performance Arts Center can 
serve as a secure safe haven for students and 
teachers. 

#e above-stated tasks have been completed and 
the next step is to develop a conceptual design of 
a new performing arts center on the Secondary 
campus. 

Several projects were completed over the past 
summer and during the course of the year to 
improve the facilities on the Secondary Campus. 
#ey are as follows:
 •  Refurbishment of & of the sidewalks on the 

Secondary campus. 
 •  Construction of new pool boundary wall. 
 •  Improved signage in Secondary car park. 
 •  Construction of an additional covered space for 

students to congregate during breaks and lunch.
 •  Installation of two crow traps.
 •  Repair of A Block and B Block roofs to prevent 

leaking.
#e Secondary Campus continues to implement 
a furniture re-placement program. Nearly 80% of 
classroom tables and chairs have been replaced over 
the past two years. 
#e following major physical plan projects have 
been scheduled to take place over this summer on 
the Secondary campus. 
 •  Re-design and replace entire C-Block roof.
 •  Install pool decking and railings
 •  Renovate pool changing rooms
 •  Refurbishing of remaining walkways

 •  Renovate and improve the food service area

#e Secondary Campus continues to invest in 
ICT (infrastructure (servers and wireless hubs), 
Macbook Pro’s, Ed-Admin, etc.) to support the 
integration of technology into the curriculum and 
into school operations in an e%ort to support and 
enhance student learning. #e Secondary Campus 
has also invested in ICT to improve our ability to 
archive and use important data and to streamline 
essential administrative tasks.  

Last year, the Secondary campus began 
implementation of Ed-Admin, which is a user-
friendly, fully browser-based School Enterprise 
Management System.  #is system provides schools 
with a comprehensive database structure for 
students, families, and sta%. #is system enables 
schools to systematically store and provide access 
to important data and to streamline essential 
administrative tasks. IST will use Ed-Admin to 
support the following operations. 
 •  Admissions
 •  Accounts and Billing
 •  Scheduling
 •  Attendance
 •  Assessment and reporting on student 

performance
 •  Reviewing and analyzing student performance 

data
 •  Discipline Log
 •  Communication with parents- email and sms
 •  Facilities usage
 •  Health Management

Implementing this system has resulted in our 
ability to issue better quality reports, track and 
monitor attendance and student performance 
data, and communicate more e%ectively with our 
parent community. IST is committed to increasing 
its capacity to manage ICT systems on both 
campuses. #e decision to hire a whole-school ICT 
Director next year and to launch a new website is a 
testament of this commitment.  



#e Green Team continues to make a positive 
di%erence on the Secondary Campus. During the 
year, the Green Team had identi!ed ways to make 
the IST Secondary School a more environmentally-
friendly campus in order to fully realize the IST 
Vision to “value, respect and embrace the… 
natural environment of Tanzania” and the purposes 
set out in the IST Vision Statement of actively 
promoting the preservation and protection of the 
natural world amongst our students (Purpose #11) 
and encouraging our students to become aware of 
and act upon their responsibilities...to society in 
general and Tanzania in particular (Purpose #9). 
#e Green Team has pushed forward the following 
campus initiatives:
 •  Creating indigenous gardens on campus 

and providing professional development for 
gardeners to create and maintain these gardens.

 •  Designing and sourcing a high quality IST water 
bottle (with student-designed logo) and selling 
them to students and families on campus.

 •  Placing water dispensers in strategic locations 
around campus. 

 •  Placing recycling bins around campus and 
encouraging students to separate bottles and cans 
from regular trash. 

 •  Installing a hybrid solar power/wind turbine 
system to power a small room and a computer 
cart in the Science building.

 •  Initiating a comprehensive energy audit for each 
campus that is currently underway. 

Campus security continues to be a challenge on 
the Secondary campus due to a lack of resources 
and expertise within IST sta% and resources 
(suitable vendors, maintenance plans, etc.) 
in our community. In spite of the challenges, 
improvements have been made in the following 
areas:
 •  Signage posted in the secondary car park.
 •  Installation of anti-climbing devices around the 

entire boundary wall of the campus.
 •  Installation of a sidewalk along park cars so 

students and parents will not have to walk out in 

the middle of the car park to get to their car.
 •  Installation of lighting in car park area (in 

progress)
 •  Installation of security gate booms in entry 

and exit points of the Secondary car park (in 
progress)

 •  Implementation of an id system for adults (sta% 
and parents)

Implementing security measures within campus 
(lockdowns, ordered evacuation into safe haven, 
communication etc.) has been a challenge due to a 
lack of internal IST expertise and a lack of quality 
providers (service, equipment, system design) in 
the greater Dar es Salaam community. IST has just 
started working with a security team from the US 
Embassy to design and implement systems on both 
campuses that consist of the following: central 
control center, installation of a proper siren/alarm 
and pa system, secured safe haven, strategic CCTV 
camera and light installation, etc. #is work falls 
under a grant program sponsored by the US Dept. 
of State.  

Even with US Embassy consultation and support, 
IST must commit to increasing its organizational 
capacity to implement, monitor, and properly 
maintain security systems on both campuses. 
While security is at the forefront of our work and 
many improvements have been made, I believe 
that there would be more community awareness 
and understanding of the issues and challenges that 
IST faces and possible solutions to these issues if 
IST management formally identi!es security as a 
coordinated whole school priority/action plan. 


